Cuddle™ SQUARES BABY BLANKET
FREE PATTERN
This pattern and blanket were designed using Shannon Fabrics Fresh Picked Fabulous 5 Cuddle™ Kit.
In this kit there are 5 strips measuring 10” x 60”. Each one has a different texture. There is also a strip
for binding. The finished blanket using this pattern measures 50”x60” and uses 2 Cuddle™ kits with
fabric left over.
N.B: Please note for the blanket in the picture, 6 strips were used to create an additional center layer. However, the pattern calls
for 5 strips using the Cuddle™ kit.

Instructions:
Each one of the Cuddle™ fabrics is labeled as Cuddle A, B, C, D and E. You can decide the placement of
each of the different Cuddle™ fabrics. The layout is as follows:

CUDDLE A 5”X40”

CUDDLE B 5”X30”
CUDDLE C 5”X20”

CUDDLE D
5”X10”

CUDDLE C 5”X20”
CUDDLE B 5”X30”
CUDDLE A 5”X40”

This layout is not scaled

CUDDLE A 5”X60”

CUDDLE B 5”X50”

CUDDLE C 5”X40”

CUDDLE E
10” X 20”

CUDDLE D 5”X30”

CUDDLE D 5”X30”

CUDDLE C 5”X40”

CUDDLE B 5”X50”

CUDDLE A 5”X60”

CUDDLE D
5”X10”

You can choose to work your way outwards from inwards. For this tutorial, we will start outwards.
Instructions assume a ¼” seam allowance.
Step 1:
With right sides together, sew Cuddle A fabrics together.

Step 2
Sew the long side of Cuddle B to the long side of Cuddle A.

Step 3
Sew the short side of Cuddle B to the short side of Cuddle A.

Step 4
Repeat for all the strips by sewing the long sides to long sides and short sides to short sides until you
reach the center.

The corners should be nice and neat for each intersection.

Step 5
Sew the center Cuddle E fabric to all four sides of the completed Cuddle D rectangle.

Step 6
The backing used for this blanket is cuddle fleece. Pin the top to the backing.

Sew it to the front of the blanket right sides together, leaving about 10” open to turn it inside out.

Step 7
Turn the blanket inside out. Top stitch using ½” seam allowance all the way around the top.

